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Action 4NG HD

Invacare Action 4NG offers a flexible range
of models to accommodate different
needs and is particularly suitable for taller or
heavier people.
With a frame designed for improved stability
and comfort, the stylish Action 4NG offers
the same cross compatibility of parts with
other models in the Action 4NG family
allowing users to easily maintain
and update their wheelchairs when
required.

Action 4 NG HD

Colour Options

Colour Options

Specification

Seat widths Action 4NG HD 19”/20”/22”/24”  50.5/55.5/60.5 cm
Seat depth 16”/18” /19½”   40/45/50 cm
Overall width seat width + 8”   seat width + 20 cm
Overall length     41½” - 43½”   105 - 111 c
Overall weight Action 4NG HD 37.4 lb     17 kg
Max user wt Action 4NG HD 25 st     160 kg
Folding Backrest    Yes
Removable footrest    Yes
Removable armrest    Yes
Attendant brakes    Option

Invacare Action 4NG offers a flexible range
of models to accommodate different
needs and is particularly suitable for taller or
heavier people.
With a frame designed for improved stability
and comfort, the stylish Action 4NG offers
the same cross compatibility of parts with
other models in the Action 4NG family
allowing users to easily maintain
and update their wheelchairs when
required.

Invacare
Specification

Seat widths Action 4NG HD 19”/20”/22”/24”  50.5/55.5/60.5 cm
Seat depth 16”/18” /19½”   40/45/50 cm
Overall width seat width + 8”   seat width + 20 cm
Overall length     41½” - 43½”   105 - 111 cm
Overall weight Action 4NG HD 37.4 lb     17 kg
Max user wt Action 4NG HD 25 st     160 kg
Folding Backrest    Yes
Removable footrest    Yes
Removable armrest    Yes
Attendant brakes    Option
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The Invacare Topaz wheelchair is designed
specifically to suit the unique needs of larger
users.
The Topaz combines the strength and durability
of a triple chrome-plated, carbon steel frame
with the comfort of heavy-duty legrest options
and arms for correct positioning.
The chair offers ease in manoeuvrability
and stability from frame reinforcements
that include gusseted sides, castor bearing
blocks and dual heavy-duty crossbraces.

Topaz

XLT Max

The Invacare XLT has been designed with the
individual in mind.
Measured, constructed and fitted to suit the precise
requirements of each person, the XLT is the ideal
chair to help regain, retain and improve both mobility
and independence.
Made entirely from titanium the XLT gives
stability and rigidity without compromising on
weight.
In combination with the wide range of options,
features and configuration possibilities offered
with the  XLT, you will benefit from a chair
which offers the maximum security and
support needed when going about daily
activities.

Specification

Seat widths 19”/20”/22”/24”  50.5/55.5/60.5 cm
Seat depth 16”/18” /19½”   50/55/60 cm
Overall width seat width + 8”   seat width + 20 cm
Overall length     36½” - 42½”   93 - 108 cm
Overall weight 34.1 lb     15.5 kg
Max user wt Action 4NG HD 28 st     180 kg
Folding Backrest    Yes
Removable footrest    Yes
Removable armrest    Yes
Attendant brakes    no

Colour Options

Specification

Seat widths 20”/22”/24”/26”/28”/30” 51/56/61/66/71/76 cm
Seat depth 18”/20”      45.5/51 cm
Overall width seat width + 8½”   seat width + 21.5 cm
Overall length   49”       125 cm
Overall weight 88 lb      40 kg
Max user wt Action 50 st      318 kg
Folding Backrest  No
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  no
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Advantage HD

When you’re looking for a heavy duty wheelchair
that can take up to 23 and a half stone, that’s
up to 150 kg, the Advantage HD transit
 wheelchair could be your perfect option.
Karma Mobility provides the mobility industry
with some of the most innovative products
available on the market so you can be sure that
this product is high in quality and durability.
The Advantage HD has an aluminium frame
along with a range of customisable features
including flip back detachable armrests,
along with swing in and out footrest hangers
that can be detached

Advantage HD
Specification

Seat widths   20”     51 cm
Seat depth
Overall width   25½”    65cm
Overall length   33”     84 cm
Overall weight  32.0 lb    14.5kg
Max user weight  23½ st    150kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  No

Karma Mobility

Specification

Seat widths   20”     51 cm
Seat depth
Overall width   29”     74cm
Overall length   39½”    100 cm
Overall weight  37.4 lb    17kg
Max user weight  23½ st    150kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  No

When you’re looking for a heavy duty wheelchair
that can take up to 23 and a half stone, that’s
up to 150 kg, the Advantage HD transit
 wheelchair could be your perfect option.
Karma Mobility provides the mobility industry
with some of the most innovative products
available on the market so you can be sure that
this product is high in quality and durability.
The Advantage HD has an aluminium frame
along with a range of customisable features
including flip back detachable armrests,
along with swing in and out footrest hangers
that can be detached
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Specification

Seat widths   20”/22”    52/56.5 cm
Seat depth 18½”    47 cm
Overall width 29¾”/30”   75.5/76.5 cm
Overall length  42½”    108 cm
Overall weight 34.5/37.2 lb  15.7/16.9 kg
Max user weight 25 st    160 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  Yes

The Martin transit wheelchair has been designed to
take very heavy weights, intended for everyday
use and can hold weight of up to 20 stone.
This heavy duty wheelchair has a unique design
that enables it to take a maximum of 25 stone
when required.
The unique cross brace and link bar features that
have been designed by Karma Mobility allow this
transit wheelchair to cope with heavy weights
despite its lightweight frame.
Other features of the chair include adjustable
backrest height and seat depth, flip back armrests
and swing away detachable footrests.

Martin HD

Martin HD

The Martin transit wheelchair has been designed to
take very heavy weights, intended for everyday
use and can hold weight of up to 20 stone.
This heavy duty wheelchair has a unique design
that enables it to take a maximum of 25 stone
when required.
The unique cross brace and link bar features that
have been designed by Karma Mobility allow this
transit wheelchair to cope with heavy weights
despite its lightweight frame.
Other features of the chair include adjustable
backrest height and seat depth, flip back armrests
and swing away detachable footrests.

Specification

Seat widths   20”/22”    52/56.5 cm
Seat depth 18½”    47 cm
Overall width 27” /30”   69.5/76.5 cm
Overall length  41½”    105 cm
Overall weight 33.4/37.2 lb  15.2/16.9 kg
Max user weight 25 st    160 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  Yes
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Flexx HD

This stylish wheelchair is highly configurable
which means users can adjust any of the
features to ensure the best comfort and
performance; it’s effortless to use!

The frame is lightweight aluminium, making
the wheelchair easy to manoeuvre and
manage with custom features including
adjustable backrest angle and height,
adjustable seat depth and seat to ground
height and adjustable rear wheel position.
The chair also has optional slowing brakes
so the attendant doesn’t need to worry
about control on hills and slopes.

Specification

Seat widths 20”/22” /24”    51/56/61 cm
Seat depth  18”       46 cm
Overall width   23½” - 31½”    60 - 80 cm
Overall length   39” - 43”     99 - 109 cm
Overall weight  37.6 - 38.5 lb    17.1 - 17.5 kg
Max user weight 26½ st      170 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  Yes

Specification

Seat widths 20”/22” /24”    51/56/61 cm
Seat depth  18”       46 cm
Overall width   22” - 26¾”     56 - 68 cm
Overall length   32½” - 42”     83 - 107 cm
Overall weight  36.5 - 37.4 lb    16.6 - 17 kg
Max user weight 26½ st      170 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  Yes

This stylish wheelchair is highly configurable
which means users can adjust any of the
features to ensure the best comfort and
performance; it’s effortless to use!

The frame is lightweight aluminium, making
the wheelchair easy to manoeuvre and
manage with custom features including
adjustable backrest angle and height,
adjustable seat depth and seat to ground
height and adjustable rear wheel position.
The chair also has optional slowing brakes
so the attendant doesn’t need to worry
about control on hills and slopes.

Flexx HD
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Specification

Seat widths   22”/24”/26”/28”/30” 56/61/66/71/76 cm
Seat depth   18”/20”/22”/24”  46/51/56/61 cm
Overall width   seat width + 8½”  seat width + 22 cm
Overall length   46½”/48½”    118/123 cm
Overall weight  66.4 - 77.6 lb   30.2 - 35.3 kg
Max user weight  39 st     250 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  Yes

The ‘Condor’ is a lightweight bariatric
wheelchair with a unique folding mechanism
which allows it to carry up to
39 Stone (250kg).
It is a highly adjustable wheelchair that
can be configured to suit the user.
Adjustments include; seat to ground height,
rear wheel position, backrest angle,
armrest height and seat depth.

Condor

RubiX² XL

Introducing RubiX² XL - the lightweight
wheelchair designed for individual user
requirements.
With adjustable back upholstery, adjustable
seat depth and angle, angle adjustable
footrests and comfort seating, the RubiX²
is able to match a wide range of user needs.

The RubiX² XL extends the user range for
heavy duty users by offering seat width
up to 60 cm with 170 kg user weight.

Specification

Seat widths   20½”/22”/23½”   52/56/60 cm
Seat depth   16”/17”/18”/19”/20”  41/43.5/46/48.5/51 cm
Overall width   varies depending on seat width
Overall length   varies depending on seat depth
Overall weight  min 36.9 lb     min 16.8 kg
Max user weight  26½ st      170 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  No

Sunrise Medical
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Forr Mobility Frithfield Farm, Aldington, Ashford, Kent TN25 7HH 01233 721589   www.forrmobility.co.uk

Wheelchair Prices  2016
Please note all prices are excluding VAT and are prices starting from.
Final price will depend on exact specification of chair and options chosen

Invacare
Action 4 NG HD £   615
XLT Max £ 2260
Topaz £ 1375

Karma

Advantage HD TR (20”) (WH-B004) £   320
Advantage HD SP (20”) (WH-B004) £   320
Martin Heavy Duty TR (20”/22”) (KM-8520XF12) £   550
Martin Heavy Duty SP (20”/22”) (KM-8520XQ24) £   550
Flexx HD TR (20” - 24”)170kg (KM-1520.3Q14WB) £   740
Flexx SP HD (20” - 24”) 170kg (KM-1520.3Q14WB) £   740
Condor SP (22”/24”) (KM-BT10) £ 1790
Condor SP (26”/28”/30”) (KM-BT10) £ 2050

Sunrise Medical.

Breezy Rubix² XL £   905



Forr  Mobility
is located on a farm near Ashford.

Our large showroom has ample parking by the door.

Why not ring and see what we can offer. or come for a
look around our Showroom.

Showroom opening  hours are:

Monday to Friday  09:30 to 16:30

Saturdays  By Appointment
(ring first)  01233 721589

Sundays,  Closed
Bank Holidays
and Bank Holiday
Weekends

Tel  01233 721589

Fax  01233 721591

e-mail
info@forrmobility.co.uk

website
www.forrmobility.co.uk


